Abstract. Understanding protein biological function is a key issue in modern biology, which is largely determined by its 3D shape. Protein 3D shape, in its turn, is functionally implied by its amino acid sequence. Since the direct inspection of such 3D structures is rather expensive and time consuming, a number of software techniques have been developed in the last few years that predict a spatial model, either of the secondary or of the tertiary form, for a given target protein starting from its amino acid sequence. This paper offers a comparison of several available automatic secondary structure prediction tools. The comparison is of the experimental kind, where two relevant sets of proteins, a non-redundant one including 100 elements, and a 180-protein set taken from the CASP 6 contest, were used as test cases. Comparisons have been based on evaluating standard quality measures, such as the Q3 and SOV.
Introduction
Proteins are the basic constituents of living beings. They form the basis for structural components of cells as well as for metabolic processes involved in organic life. Understanding protein functions has, therefore, a central role in the analysis of the biological mechanisms underlying life processes. A protein biological function is largely determined by its 3D shape [15] , which is functionally implied, in its turn, by the sequence of amino acids that form the protein [3] . The amino acidic sequence of a protein is called its primary structure, whereas its 3D shape is encoded in two different representations, namely, its secondary and its tertiary structure [15] . To illustrate, the tertiary structure of a protein tells, with respect to a given 3D fixed axis origin point, the exact positions of protein constituent atoms. The secondary structure, instead, provides information about the composition of the protein structure in terms of regular substructures. In fact, amino acids tend to dispose themselves within some few substructures, namely, sheets consisting of β-strands (denoted E in the following) laterally connected to form a pleated sheet, and α-helices (denoted H in the following). Moreover, amino acids might contribute to form kinds of irregular structures, which link regular ones to one another, and which are usually referred to as loops (denoted L in the sequel). Thus, a secondary protein structure is denoted by a sequence of letters over the alphabet E, H, L, one letter for each of the amino acids occurring in the primary structure of the protein. These letters are called the conformational states of the amino acids.
All that given, the relevance of associating secondary and tertiary structure with protein amino acid sequences is immediately understood. To do that, complex lab methods (that are, X-ray crystallography and nucleic magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)) can be employed, which are however expensive and time-consuming. As a result, protein sequence discovering rate is much higher than protein structure identification rate and, therefore, while some millions of protein primary structures are known to date, only a few tens of thousands of secondary and tertiary structures have been discovered [2] . This is the reason why a large interest has been witnessed in the community towards computational methods for predicting [25, 26, 28, 10] such secondary and tertiary structures [5, 21, 17, 29, 22, 4, 13, 16] . Prediction methods, though fast and cheap to run, do not achieve to date the same accuracy as lab methods in reconstructing protein structures.
This paper is concerned with comparing computational methods for protein secondary structure prediction. Therefore, in the following, we will make no further reference to tertiary structures. In this setting, this paper offers an experimental analysis of several available protein secondary structure predictors. The analysis has been conducted by using two relevant data sets (a non-redundant and a CASP protein set), which will be described below and overall including 280 proteins. The experimental evaluation has been carried out by querying a set of available prediction tools over proteins having known secondary structure, in order to evaluate their accuracy according to quality evaluation parameters, namely, the Q3 and the SOV, which are commonly adopted in the literature [23, 27] . Both the average behavior of each predictor on the whole data sets and its specific accuracy for each protein are reported and analyzed so as to result in a comparison of the (relative) performances of the considered prediction tools.
It is worth mentioning here that monitoring tools like those published by EVA server [7] can be referred to in order to verify the quality of results delivered by prediction tools made available on-line, providing the evaluations Q3 and SOV for secondary structure prediction. In particular, at for today, the average values for such parameters are 75.9% for Q3 and 72.7% for SOV , according to data reported at http : //cubic.bioc. columbia.edu/eva/sec/res sec.html, where 100% would be the value scored by the perfect predictor for both parameters. International challenges, such as the biannual CASP competition [30] , have been instituted to encourage studying and designing highquality synthetic predictors, even if CASP focuses on 3D structure prediction tools.
The work presented in this paper differs in both objectives and contributions from those either resulting from the CASP competition or obtained using the EVA server, for the following reasons. First, we notice that CASP is intended to evaluate the impact of current prediction methods and techniques in helping experts to design 3D structure predictions; in fact, groups competing in CASP are not constrained to exploit automatic tools only; rather, they can refine "by hand" resulting predictions with the guide of current human expertise in the field. As a consequence, CASP is meant to determine a measure of human capabilities in predicting protein structures with the aid of available automatic tools, rather than on evaluating prediction tools "per se". So, CASP is, in a sense, expert-oriented. On the contrary, the purpose of EVA is to determine what confidence a biologist should rely on a given specific tool "as they are" to be a good predictor, by monitoring the quality of its predictions on a wide variety of proteins and a large time range. Therefore, EVA is intended to evaluate the performances of the single tools, where different protein data sets may be used in evaluating a tool, with no reference whatsoever to those which were used to evaluate other tools.
Therefore, neither CASP, nor EVA address direct experimental cross-comparison between prediction tools, which is the focus of this paper, inasmuch as the objective of our work is to provide a thorough comparison of tool performances on protein data sets specifically selected to be both statistically and biologically relevant.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a very brief overview of main tool categories, whereas Section 3 introduces data sets and prediction tools we exploited for our experimental evaluations, illustrates the experimental results, and discusses about predictor performances as resulting from the experiments is reported. Finally, in Section 4, some conclusions are drawn.
Secondary Structure Prediction Methods
As already stated, secondary structure prediction consists in associating a string of characters representing amino acids conformational states to the string representing the primary structure of a protein sequence, whose structure is not determined experimentally. The correctness of the prediction can only be determined by comparing the predicted string with the secondary structure obtained from lab methods (called its observed structure), once it has been singled out [26] . It is largely accepted that evaluation of quality of a prediction is done by using Q3 and SOV parameters, where Q3 punctually measures the percentage of correctly guessed structures for the target protein, i.e., the conformational state of single amino acids, whereas SOV is obtained by computing per-segment overlaps [7] .
Protein secondary structure prediction methods (as well as tertiary ones) can be classified as either ab initio methods or evolution-based methods (aka, homology-based methods). In the first case protein structure prediction is based on evaluating the minimal free energy [6] . Indeed the three dimensional conformation of a protein is defined by the spatial conformation of amino acids chain that correspond to that structure featuring the lowest free energy determined by the mutual interactions of amino acids. This is the idea underlying the development of ab initio methods. However, an exhaustive search of all possible configurations of a polypeptide chain is such a formidable task that ab initio methods usually produce satisfactory results just in case of chains with a low number of amino acids, in which cases, it is actually feasible to evaluate the energy configuration of the folding process rather precisely. Simulating algorithms (such as Monte Carlo methods) are useful in the case of proteins with a low number of amino acids, or in the case of prediction processes guided by information used to select (and, thus, reduce) the number of possible configurations to test for good. As an example, the Rosetta [24] predictor uses a Monte Carlo algorithm to reduce the possible combinations of amino acids while predicting single regions.
Counter-wisely, evolution-based methods look at the target protein's primary structure, comparing this protein sequence with known ones published in available databases and trying to exploit evolutionary protein relationships (e.g., with protein family identification). Then, comparative modeling algorithms are used to build a spatial configuration for the unknown structure. Given a set of proteins that are evolutionary related to the target one, comparative based algorithms construct a multi alignment and deduce correspondences between amino acids, possibly identify regions affected by insertion, deletion ad modification caused by evolution, and build a structure corresponding to amino acids that did not change. Finally the outside region is designed and the final structure is optimized. Such methods strictly rely on how close is the evolutionary relation among the target protein and a set of known proteins. Sequence alignments may be performed by using algorithms of global alignment, such as the Needleman and Wunsch [19] , or by using local alignment algorithms such as BLAST [1] . Multiple alignments can be performed using Clustal and TCoffee algorithms [11, 31] .
In the next section, the main methodologies on which each of the considered tools is based are also specified.
Experiments on Protein Prediction
In this section we present the experimental framework we adopted to compare the performance of nine secondary structure prediction tools, that are: Jufo [18] , Prof [20] , Porter [21] , Psipred [17] , Nn-predict [14] , all exploiting neural network-based approaches; HMMSTR/Rosetta [4] , based on an ab initio method; SAM [13] , based on linear hidden Markov models; Gor IV [8] , using frequency analysis of amino acid conformational states; Hnn [9] , based on a hierarchical and modular approach.
To begin with, we describe the data sets we have exploited in experiments and, then, we illustrate in detail the experimental tests we carried out using the aforementioned prediction tools.
Data Sets
In order to carry out a robust analysis of the performances of the analyzed tools, we considered two protein data sets.
The former data set includes 100 proteins from the PDB25Select database [12] , a set purposely constructed to be non-redundant. Proteins in this data set are in fact characterized by a sequence identity which is less than 25%; this feature eliminates, in practice, the possible bias determined by testing homologues proteins, which could unfairly give an advantage to those techniques better working on that kind of proteins. This clearly makes the performance analysis more statistically relevant. This data set, which we will call PDB25 in the following, is shown in Figure 1(a) , where proteins are identified by their PDB id [2] .
The second data set we considered includes 180 proteins from the CASP 6 edition [30] and available at http : //predictioncenter.org/. Structures of proteins selected for CASP represent both a non-trivial and a biologically relevant test-bed for protein structure prediction tools. This data set, called CASP in the following, is reported in Figure 1(b) where, again, each protein is identified by its PDB id.
Quality parameters
In order to test the accuracy of analyzed prediction tools, we exploited the well known SOV and Q3 parameters described in [23, 27] . We recall that Q3 represents the percentage of amino acids correctly predicted by a prediction tool t for a given input protein p. Conversely, the SOV parameter represents the percentage of segments correctly predicted by the prediction tool t for the protein p, where a segment is a portion of a secondary structure made exclusively of the same conformational state (e.g., of α-helices, or of β-strands, or of loops) and satisfies some other structural constraints. The interested reader is referred to the cited references for a more formal definition of Q3 and SOV .
Q3 and SOV measure two quite different (and often contrasting) characteristics of the predictions. Consequently, neither Q3 nor SOV alone are suitable to measure the overall accuracy of a tool. Thus, in order to embed into a single parameter information provided by both Q3 and SOV , we considered a further parameter, that we call Prediction Accuracy, defined as:
which is simply obtained as a weighted mean of SOV and Q3; more precisely, since SOV takes into more account structural kind of information which Q3 does not consider, it appears sensible to weigh the SOV more than the Q3. Such weights have been also tested experimentally.
Tests have been carried out as follows. Each analyzed prediction tool has been required to predict the secondary structure of each considered protein. Then, each prediction has been compared with the real, known, structure to compute Q3, SOV and, consequently, the P A.
We next provide a description of the measures recorded in our tests; a discussion of the corresponding results is addressed in the next section. Table 1 summarizes the results we obtained by comparing different prediction tools. In particular, it shows the average P A scored by each prediction tool as well as the corresponding standard deviation on (i) the PDB25 data set, (ii) the CASP data set, (iii) all proteins included in either data sets. Table 2 considers Q3 and SOV separately; in particular, it shows the average Q3 (resp., SOV ) scored by each tool on (i) the PDB25 data set, (ii) the CASP data set, (iii) all proteins.
Results
Finally, in Figure 2 some graphs are presented showing the percentage of test cases in which each predictor resulted in the set of the best ones (again, distinguishing between PDB25 and CASP data sets). The set of the best predictors results by simply considering the best performances up to a given tolerance threshold. In particular, since the differences in the P As of the various tools are often very small we considered different levels of "tolerance" in determining the set of best predictors.
To illustrate, let p i be an input protein, let t j be a tool, P A ij the PA of the tool t j on protein p i and P A * i the best value of P A obtained for p i . In order to select the set of best predictors on each p i we considered the following formula:
where τ ∈ [0, 1] is the "tolerance" factor, stating the maximum tolerated deviation from the best P A. We computed the best sets of tools for each protein using the following three levels of tolerance: (i) τ = 0.00, which selects only those predictors scoring exactly the best P A; the results for this case are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). (ii) τ = 0.05, which considers those predictors scoring a P A within 5% of the best P A; the results for this case are shown in Figures 2(c) and 2(d) . (iii) τ = 0.15, which considers those predictors scoring a P A within 15% of the best P A; the results for this case are shown in Figures 2(e) and 2(f). Table 1 . Average PA and corresponding standard deviation for each prediction tool.
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Discussion
From an overall analysis of the results we obtained from experiments, we note that the PDB25 data set actually turned out to be a more demanding test-bed than the CASP set. Indeed, the average P A's measured on the CASP proteins is larger than the P A scored on PDB25 proteins for all tools except Gor IV and HMMSTR/Rosetta. This result is quite interesting because it points out that possible homologies between proteins can simplify the structure prediction process not only for those tools based on comparative modeling, but, actually, for most of them. Second, the average performance of the analyzed tools appears notable, especially when compared to the complexity of the exploited data sets. To illustrate, while the average P A recorded for the top scoring tools in our tests agrees with the results reported in http : //cubic.bioc. columbia.edu/eva/sec/res sec.html, it turns out that significant improvements can still be achieved in prediction accuracy, as long as the quality attained by the tools on a protein-to-protein basis is still uncertain for almost all of them, which is well mirrored in the values of the standard deviation of the P A we recorded Table 2 . Average Q3 and SOV scored by each prediction tool in our tests (see Table 1 ). This demonstrates that the guarantee for a sufficiently high precision of the prediction still remains rather low, in general, which eventually implies that the predictions yielded by those tools, even if quite good on the average, can hardly be looked at as a reliable reference by biologists.
A further interesting observation that can be drawn from Table 1 is that our results do not allow the identification of a prominent technique for protein secondary structure prediction, even if recent trends seem to pay much attention on neural network-based approaches. As for neural network-based techniques, in particular, on the one hand, they showed rather varying results in terms of P A (one of them, namely Porter, appears as the best predictor in the analyzed set, whereas another one of them, namely Nnpredict, scored the lowest average PA) while, on the other hand, tools based on different techniques scored competitive P As. This, again, suggests that there is still space for improvements in protein structure prediction accuracy.
The analysis of Table 2 confirms our former claim that neither Q3 nor SOV alone can provide a reliable measure of the tools prediction accuracy. Indeed, the analysis of this table points out that there are cases of pairs tools (e.g., Sam and HMM-STR/Rosetta), scoring, respectively, the best Q3 and and the best SOV , making it difficult to figure out which one attains the best quality prediction. In this respect, our choice of defining the P A as a composed quality parameter englobing both the Q3 and the SOV , seems to be a sensible one.
Finally, as for the percentage of proteins upon which a predictor can be counted among the best ones, we can observe from Figure 2 that the general trend of the various tools is actually independent of the tolerance degree. Clearly, the higher the tolerance is, the higher the percentage associated with each tool will be. The interesting observation is that the overall ranking of the various tools is almost invariant with respect to the tolerance degree. In more detail, these graphs show that, on the employed data sets, Porter was the best performing tool both in terms of average P A and, notably, also in terms of number of successes.
In this paper we have illustrated an experimental campaign we have developed in order to compare the quality of predictions returned by protein secondary structure predictors. Analyzed predictors include the systems Jufo [18] , Prof [20] , Porter [21] , Psipred [17] , Nn-predict [14] , HMMSTR/Rosetta [4] , SAM [13] , Gor IV [8] , Hnn [9] .
Two test data sets were selected: one non-redundant set (used to minimize the influence of homology amongst tested proteins on returned predictions) and a second set of proteins taken from those used in CASP, the well-known biannual protein prediction contest.
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